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Abstract-We developed algorithms to determine the optimal location of emergency 
service centers in a given city. We give consideration both to the peculiarities of a 
particular town, Rio Rancho, and to the procedure by which problems of this nature 
can be solved in general. The streets of Rio Ranch0 are laid out in a uniform grid, except 
for two obstacles through which there are no streets. We are given data for the demand 
for emergency service at each block in the grid. We developed algorithms to find the 
transit times between any two points on the grid for Rio Rancho. To do this. we cal- 
culated a distance on a grid with no obstacles, then adjusted for the particular obstruc- 
tions. We first assumed that demand was concentrated at the center of each block and 
that stations were located at street intersections. Under these assumptions, the problem 
is amenable to an exhaustive trial of all possibilities. We then made the more sophis- 
ticated assumption that the distribution of demand is continuous, and that the emergency 
facilities could be located anywhere on the streets. We prove two results which greatly 
reduce this problem: (I) it is necessary that the location of such emergency statton be 
at an intersection; and (2) it is an equivalent problem to consider the demand to be 
located discretely at the center of each block, rather than being continuously distributed 
over the block. Due to these results, it is possible to run an exhaustive case study in 
this case as well. Statistical distributions were calculated to provide a means of com- 
parison of the optimal result with the average result. We studied the stability of the 
solution with respect to the demand distribution and obstacle configuration and found 
it to be very stable in the first case, and reasonably stable in the latter. Finally, we 
discuss how similar problems would be approached, and in particular, how an approx- 
imation scheme could be implemented if the large number of possibilities prohibits an 
exhaustive analysis. 
RESTATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The township of Rio Ranch0 has hitherto not had its own emergency facilities. It has 
secured funds to erect two emergency facilities in 1986, each of which will combine 
ambulance, fire. and police facilities. Figure I indicates the demand, or number of emer- 
gencies per square block for 1985. The “L” region in the north is an obstacle, while the 
rectangle to the south is a park with a shallow pond. It takes an emergency vehicle an 
average of 15 set to go one block in the N-S direction and 20 set in the E-W direction. 
Our task is to locate the two facilities so as to minimize the total response time. 
GENERAL ASSUMPTIONS 
We modelled an urban traffic grid with two obstructions. We made the following 
assumptions: 
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Fig. 1. Demand distribution grid. Fig. 2. Rectangular obstruction. 
Our first model assumes that the demand for service is concentrated at the center of 
each block and that the facilities are located at intersections. 
Our second model assumes that demand for emergency service is uniformly distrib- 
uted on the streets bordering each block and that the facilities may be located any- 
where on a street. 
No service will ever be needed inside any of the obstructions. 
The number of emergencies per year is small enough that no two problems will occur 
simultaneously. 
Intersections and turning require negligible transit time. Only travel along streets takes 
significant amounts of time. 
No particular route between two points is preferable over another that takes an equal 
amount of time to traverse. 
The future distribution of demands for service will not shift significantly relative to 
the present distribution. 
Both emergency facilities have equal capability and effectiveness in handling any 
emergency. There is no reason to prefer one over the other. 
ANALYSIS AXD MODEL DESIGN 
In order to minimize the average response time of the emergency vehicles. we must 
have a method of finding the transit time between any two points on the grid. Let PI = 
(I,, y,) and PZ = (XZ, ~2) be the E-W and N-S coordinates of two points on the grid. In 
general, the transit time between P, and P2 is just the sum of the horizontal and vertical 
displacements. However. if both points are in the same column, that is, if the integer parts 
[x,] and [.r2] of their .r-coordinates are equal, then one must account for the extra time 
spent driving E-W across the column before heading N-S and then driving W-E to get 
to the second point. A similar result holds for rows. One adds in the minimum side to 
side movement. Total distance travelled is then multiplied by time per block to give net 
travel time. Symbolically, we have 
(i) P, and Pz not in same row or column: 
t = (E-W time) * / sI - xl 1 - (N-S time) * / yl - ~2 1. 
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(ii) Pi and P2 in same row ([!,I = [?:I): 
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t = (E-W time) x / xl - x2 / 
f (N-S time) 5 min((y, 
(iii) Pi and Pz in same column ([xi] 
t = (N-S time) * / y, - yz 1 
-+ (E-W time) * min((xi 
f )‘z - 2 * [y,]). (2 * [y, T I] - ‘I - ).:I). 
= [12]): 
+ I? - 2 * [SK,]). (2 * [.K, f l] - _K, - Xl)). 
Note that (ii) and (iii) reduce to (i) when the coordinates are all integers. 
This calculation must be corrected for any obstacles in the grid. because it will then 
be necessary in some cases for an emergency vehicle to travel an additional distance. We 
first consider a rectangularly shaped obstruction. 
By inspection, one sees that a correction to the original distance measurement with no 
barrier is necessary only if the points are on opposite sides of the obstruction within either 
the vertical or horizontal shadow shown. An obstruction must have a width of at least 
two blocks to cast a shadow since a one block barrier is just a block. not an obstruction. 
Points C-K,, ?.,) and (.K?, y2) are in the horizontal shadow of the obstruction shown in 
Fig. 1. The E-W transit time is unchanged by the obstruction. The N-S correction will 
be the minimum of the vertical detours going either north or south around the obstruction. 
minus the initially calculated S-S travel time. In terms of the variables pictured: 
correction = (N-S time) * (min(2 * d - x, - yl, y, - !2 - 2 x C) 
- (no obstacle N-S distance traveled)). 
A similar result holds for travel that includes an East-W.est detour. 
Next vve consider an algorithm for computing the correction for an L-shaped barrier. 
as we have in the town of Rio Rancho. If one of the points is not on the small L-shaped 
perimeter strip as shown in Fig. 3, then the correction may be calculated using the al- 
gorithm for rectangular obstructions. 
If one point lies on the small-L strip, then a correction is needed if the other point is 
anywhere in the shaded area shown. The correction is complicated by the differing traffic 
flow rates in the N-S and E-W directions. 
The general algorithm essentially walks around the L in both directions, takes the 
Fig. 3. L-jhapcd obstruction Fig. 1. Son id:al station location. 
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quicker of the two paths. and subtracts off any appropriate parts of the original time 
measurement so as to avoid double counting. The correction algorithm must consider 
different cases for five separate regions. labeled a. . . 2 in Fig. 3. for one point on the 
vertical part of the small-L. and a similar set of regions for a point on the horizontal. The 
cases are tested and corrected for by the function L-shape-correction in the program listing 
(see the Appendix). 
Modei 1 
In our first model, vve assume that the demand for emergency services is located at 
the center of each block. and that the emergency facilities must be built at an intersection. 
There are 66 intersections on the grid, which means that there are 66 x 65 = 4110 possible 
locations for the two emergency centers. There are 50 blocks and thus 50 possible locations 
for an emergency. It is then just a matter of trying each of these possibilities, and mini- 
mizing the response time. 
We now extend the first model by considering the demand for emergency service to 
occur uniformly along the streets of each block. We also assume that we may build an 
emergency center anywhere along the streets of the town. However. we can immediately 
prove two results that simplify the problem. and return us to a discrete problem. 
THEOREM 1. If an emergency’ facility is not located on a corner, then the net response 
time can be reduced by, moving it to an appropriate corner. 
PI-oaf Consider a station located somewhere not at an intersection as shown in Fig. 
4. 
Every time an emergency vehicle leaves this station, it must begin by travelling either 
east or west. Let N, be the number of emergencies per year that the vehicle approaches 
by travelling east. and .V,, be the number approached travelling west. Suppose N, and 
IV,,. are unequal. say fV, < ‘VI,, . and let t be the time it takes for the vehicle to travel from 
the station to the western corner. 
Now consider relocating the emergency station to the vvestern corner. In one year. 
there will be /V, emergencies for which it will take t longer to respond to, but there will 
be even more IV,,. emergencies for which the response time is shortened by t. Thus, moving 
to the western corner reduces the total response time, producing a better solution. Sim- 
ilarly. if A’, > ,V,,., it would be better for the station to be located at the eastern corner. 
Finally. if N, = ‘V,,.. then the station can be moved to either corner w?thout changing the 
response time. Therefore. no solution vvith a station located avvay from a corner is better 
than a solution with the station on an appropriate adjacent corner. 
THEOREM 2. If demand is uniformly distributed along a line segment served by only 
one station, and the station always enters the segment from the same side. then the total 
response time for that segment is the same as it would be if all the emergencies had 
occurred at the midpoint of the segment. 
Proof. Let r. be the time it takes for the vehicle to arriv.e at the edge of the segment. 
Let 1’ be the speed of the emergency vehicle alon, 0 this segment. (In our problem. we 
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have ~1 = 1 block/l5 set for N-S streets and ~1 = 1 block/20 set for E-W streets.) The 
number of emergencies that occur in one year in a subsegment of width dr is proportional 
to dx. Let N be the proportionality constant. The time it takes the vehicle to respond to 
an emergency a distance x from the nearest corner is to c ,r/zl. Thus, the total time T 
spent responding to emergencies on the whole sgement is the time it takes to reach each 
subsegment multiplied by the number of emergencies on that subsegment per year, in- 
tegrated over all subsegments. Thus 
= NL (to + L12zl) 
Now the number of emergencies occurring in one year on the entire segment is NL: 
the time it takes for the emergency vehicle to arrive at the midpoint is (to - Lh). Thus, 
Tis the same as it would be if all emergencies had occurred at the midpoint of the segment. 
Intuitively speaking, for every emergency occurring further than the midpoint, there 
is another which is nearer by the same amount, so the average arrival time is just the 
time it takes to get to the midpoint of the segment. 
On this basis, we can turn the continuous distribution into a completely equivalent 
discrete problem by considering a quarter of the emergencies on each block to occur at 
the midpoints of each of the four streets surrounding the block. 
We will have to make a correction in one special case. Consider when there is a street 
segment for which part of the block is closest to one station and the rest is closer to the 
other. In this case, we cannot replace the continuous distribution by a single point at 
which all emergencies occur. Split the street into two segments, divided by the point 
equidistant from the two stations, as in Fig. 5. 
We must divide up the demand for service into two parts, A and B. Lvith A + B = 
total demand and A/B = (segment A/(segment B). The demands are located at the center 
of the segments. 
These results mean that we only have to consider again the 4110 intersections as lo- 
cations for the emergency stations, and the 112 segments of streets as possible sites for 
an emergency. This is easily done by direct calculation. 
Segment 
Segmgent 
w 
Equal-time-for- 
1 service boundar 
1 line 
Fig. 5. Special demand distribution for divided service streets. 
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RESULTS AND 1NTERPRET.ATION.S 
Optimal solutions 
A computer simulation based on our theorems and algorithms Leas run using the ob- 
stacles and demand distribution specified in the problem statement. Optimum solutions 
were obtained for the discrete and continuous distribution cases. For Model I, the five 
best configurations are as follows: 
PI p2 
Average response 
time (set) 
(4. 5) (1. 9) :-.O 
(4. 5) (1. IO) 17.5 
(4. 5) (3. 9) A'.6 
(3. 5) (1. 9) 27.7 
(4, 5) (3. IO) 17.7 
The full distribution of configurations is graphed in Fig. 6. The average distribution 
has a response time of 66.0 set and the standard deviation is about 12.3, sec. 
For Model 2, the five best configurations are 
p2 
Average response 
time (set) 
(4, 5) (J. 9) -17.0 
(3, 1) (1. 9) -!-.O 
(4. 5) (4. IO) -l-.1 
(3. 5) C-l. 9) :- 1 
(1. 5) (3. 9) 4;:; 
This case has a distribution with mean response time of 65.7 set with a standard deviation 
of 12.1 sec. (See Fig. 7.) 
This shows that the advantage of a careful selection of station positions over a random 
selection is about 18 seciemergency. a 18% decrease in average response time. 
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Fig. 6. Distribution of response time versus number denzity of the state for the di\crs!s model 
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Average response time 1 set 1 
Fig. 7. Distribution of response time versus number density of the state for rhe continuous model. 
Stnbility of the solution points 
We must ask how good our solution is if we remove the assumption that the demand 
distribution is constant over time. If it is assumed that demand changes in a random fashion 
over time and that the number of such changes is large, then the long-range average 
distribution is flat. with an equal number of calls from any block. We set the demand 
equal to 1 for all city blocks, except for obstacles, which retain their demand of zero. In 
this case. the optimal statement coordinates were 
(4. 1) (4. 9) 
Our data-specific coordinates of (4. 5) (3. 9) were only 1.96 set slo\ver than this con- 
figuration. Thus. for the case of a highly volatile demand function. the proposed solution 
coordinates are almost as good as the uniform demand function in the long run. 
As another extreme test. the original demand distribution was inverted. swapping high 
for low---D = 5 - D. In this case, the original optimization coordinates are 5.14 set 
slower. However, this is still an above-average solution. 
The reason that the optimal solutions work well under different distribution data is that 
unless the distribution is extremely lopsided. any optimal solution will have quick access 
to most points on the grid. 
Effects of obstructions on solution locntiotl 
In order to investigate the sensitivity of the model to the position of the obstacles, the 
L-shaped obstruction was repositioned so that the inner vertex of the L coincided with 
the (4. 9) station found in the best solution. The (4, 51, (4. 9) configuration became the 
104th best solution, requiring an extra 3.79 set per event to respond. All in all, we found 
that even small changes in the placement of the obstacles can lead to significant degra- 
dation of the quality of an initial solution. 
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In this section, we will discuss the applicability of our algorithm to related problems. 
Our method could be applied to a larger city with more streets, and more emergency 
facilities, if the city has relatively few obstructions. However, it might not be feasible to 
do an exhaustive search to minimize the response time in this case. Thus we must have 
some way of approximating solutions without running an exhaustive study of all 
possibilities. 
One approximation would be to omit the barriers and calculate the best configuration. 
This would greatly reduce the calculation time and complexity. 
In a situation where there are a small number of obstructions in the grid, it is possible 
that a station can be placed so that the obstructions do not increase the minimum transit 
time to any point on the grid. Call this place an obstruction ignoring location (OIL). The 
obstructions are simply not ‘in the way’. In an exhaustive computer simulation, a sig- 
nificant amount of the processing time is spent deciding if a travel time correction due to 
obstacles is needed. Therefore, we introduce the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3. If the optimum station position is solved for on a grid with obstructions 
ignored, and the ideal station positions are OILS, then the solution is the optimum solution 
for the grid with obstructions taken into consideration. 
Proof (1) The no-obstruction solution minimizes the net response time (NRT) to 
emergencies over a period of time. (2) Obstacles can only increase the NRT, or leave it 
unchanged; they can never decrease it. If the emergency stations are both OILS, then the 
NRT is unchanged due to obstacles, by definition of an OIL. For all other stations, the 
initial NRT is greater than or equal to the best NRT, and, by (2), their obstructed NRT 
is greater than or equal to their unobstructed NRT. Therefore 
NRT(optima1) < = NRT(others, unblocked) < = NRT(others, blocked) 
Thus, the unobstructed optimal solution is the obstructed optimal solution if it is an OIL. 
This result is a general result for traffic grids and is independent of the distribution of 
demand. 
When Model 1 is solved with the obstacles removed, the best configuration is (4, j), 
(4, 9), just as it is with the obstacles present. It turns out that (4, 5) and (4, 9) are OILS 
so that we could have known the solution to Model 1 without ever considering the 
obstacles! 
In general, however, the no-obstacle solution will not necessarily be an OIL, and then 
we cannot know beforehand if the solution will be a good one when the obstacles are 
present. In fact, when model 2 is solved without obstacles, the best configuration is (4, 
5) and (3, 9), but when the obstacles are present, the next-best solution (4, 5) and (4, 9) 
becomes the best solution. 
Another way to produce an approximate solution for a large problem is to consider a 
subgrid small enough to try all possibilities. After this approximation, successive trials 
would involve configurations near to that which was optimal on the subgrid. 
We would be able to treat the case where the demand function varies continuously but 
not linearly throughout the streets. We would not then be able to use the short-cut of 
assuming the demand to be concentrated at single points, but a scheme could be devised 
to approximate response times by integrating over city blocks. 
Finally, we can also consider the social costs of emergencies as a general function of 
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time. not necessarily linear, as in this model. Perhaps a better scheme would be to assign 
a maximum social cost, i.e. a home bums to the ground, a burglar gets away with every- 
thing, patients die, etc. Social cost would rise asymptotically to meet the maximum cost 
as time increased. One possible function might be of the form 
cost(T) = maxcost x (1 - exp( - T/T)) 
where ; is some time constant depending on the sensitivity of social costs to response 
time. 
Our method is highly dependent on the regularity of the grid, so it cannot be easily 
extended to a city with many obstacles, nor to a city whose streets are not laid out in a 
grid. For these cases, a different type of data structure to represent the layout of the city 
would probably be necessary. 
APPENDIX 
Program Opcinize (input, outpct, infile, outfiie, distiilel; 
C Developed 2/7-10136 for the Mathematics Corngetition in Xodeling 1 
C Jeff Crank 3 
i Duff Howell 3 
i Keith Saints 1 
i Problem 3. 
i Tnis proqrz.3 finds the optiaal location for emergency 
c servxce cenzers far the town of Rio Rancho. 
CONST 
NS_speed = 15; C Number of sec. to oo i block 5-S 1 
m-speed = 20; C Number of sec. to 40 1 block I-ii } 
time interval = 1; 
num.Gr_of_solutions = 5; 
C For distribution statistics 
C Number of solutions to keep : 
r&rst_Avg_Response_Time = 15O;E The worst possible solution 3 
number_of _incervals = Worst_Avg_Response_Tire div time-interval; 
:i_max = 6; 
Y_nax = 11; 
Scationl_xain 
Stationl_xsax 
Stat ionl_vmin 
Ytstionl~max 
3tation2_xnin 
Station2_max 
StationZgmin 
Station2-_Im.x 
= 1; 
= 6; 
= 1: 
= 11; 
C Dimensions of ::^.2 city 
C Search ranqe for Starisn 1 
C Search range for Staci:n 2 
= 1; 
= 6; 
= 1; 
= 11; 
3 
3 
Obstructions = True; c Xccount for cbstruczicna? 3 
Events_Disrribured = True; C If True, even-5 are co.-.sidere_’ -5 > 
C at locaticns ev+ni:I diatri- 1 
C buted along each biock. 3 
C If False, events are csnsidereji 1 
pondmin_x = 3; 
pondmin:J = 2: 
pondmax_:< = 4: 
pondmax-_I = 4; 
ellnin_x = 2; 
ellmax_x = 4; 
: 
to occur only at -he center of j 
the block. 3 
these four constants descibe the ?oc< 
they are used to ccnpute tte distance : 
correctior. factor. 3 
these four constan:s dascri>e t’-e “L” 3 
shaped obstruction. YlXey are used :o j 
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elln;ng = 7; C comuute the correction factor for the 
ellmaxg = 9; E *i" shaged cbscr-czion. : 
TYPE 
sta'iontype = Record C -3 describe 3 station. 1 
x. y* i coordinates 3 
ResoonseTime: Real; i jr*aely total ? 
Em!; 
soluzioncy:e = Array C1..numbe~_of_solu~ionsl of 
C The best W solutions 1 
Record 
stationl, 
station2: StationType;C The two stations 3 
Time: Real; C Average Resgonse Tine > 
End; 
VAR 
Counter, 
X Block, Y-Block 
infile, outfile, 
distiile 
BestSolutions 
Number_oi _EnergenCles, 
Events_oer_block 
Events_oer_vear 
Distribution 
integer; 
text; 
SolurionType; 
real; 
Array CO.. 2*X_max,O..2*Y_maxl of real: 
Array CO.. nu.~er_of_rnrer~~alsl of integer: 
Function Min2!a,b:Real):Real; 
Begin 
Ifa<j 
Then 
Min2 := a 
ZlSCS 
Min2 := b 
End: 
Function Recta-gie_correction ( al. a2. b:, b?. 
widelo, widehi, irontlo, fronthi, 
flow2 :real j:real; 
i al, a2, bl. b2 
widels and xidehi 
front10 C. fror.rhi 
Are first and second grid point coordinates 
Are upper and lower lisits of the rectangular 
obstruction in a direction perpendicular to the 
street removed by the blockage. 
Are limits of the blockage in other direction 
flow2 
Var 
teap:rea1; 
k,needed:boolean; 
is the travel tines (15 or 20 seconds/block 
in the 2 direction that ye travel extra in 1 
C holds vaiue of corectio= 
i whether or not a correction needed 3 
Begin 
i If on opposire side5 of obstruction and nsicher above or below in, 3 
If LaZ<widehi) ar.d (a2 >xdelo) ar.d lb2cwidehi) a:d (b2)widelol 
and 
I (lal<=frontlol and (bl>=fronthil) or 
(Ial>=fronthi) and (bl(=fronrlo)l 1 
Then 
Begin 
tern?:= flow2 * min2( (a2+b2-2*widelo),(2*videhi-a2-b21 ); 
If itrunc(al) 0 tru?.clbll) 
TrIerI 
temp:= tern? - flou2*abs(a2-b?) 
Else 
temp:= ten? - flew? 
*~in2(la2+b2-2*truncla2li, 
(z*tr~Jnc(a2+1)-a2-b2i 1; 
subtracts off origir.al metrics 1 
: estimation of travel in l-direction 1 
rectangle_correc~ion:=tem? 
End c of 'if on opposite sides and not above or below' ? 
Else 
rec~angle_co~~ection:=O; 
End; C of function Recta--'- correction '. J-__ 1 
Function L-correction ( xl, yl, x2, 72, 
hnin, hnax. vnin, vnax. 
hflow, vflow :real j:rea?; 
C func-,ion calcuiacss correction zo dls:ance fur.czicn 1f one point ia 
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on the inside, ‘small L' perimeter points on the L-shaped obstruction 
and the other is in a place where the obstruction ca'ises a chazge in 
minimum path distance bet;ieen the points 1 
c xl. x2. yl, y2 Positi0r.s to measured between 
knin, hmax Left and rig% limits of the L 
vmin, vmax Highest and lowest bounds cf c,ke 5 
hflow, vflov time per block UP and across 3 
Begin iof "L- shape correction1 
If not ((y2 = vmin+ll and (x2<hmaxl and (x?>=hmax-1)) 
Then 
L_correction:=O.O 
Else 
If ((xl(=hninJ and (yl(=v;nax) and (yl)=v-ilax-1)) 
T3en 
L_correction:=2*vflou*(vaax-yl) 
Else 
If ((xl<=hmin) and (yl(=vmin+l) and (yl>=vminl) 
Then 
L_correction:=ninZ( (2*vflov),L2*vflov+~yl-~~in) + 
Z*hflow*(bmax-x2)) ) 
Else 
If ( txl<=hmin) and (yl<=vmin) ) 
Then 
L_correction:=minZ( (2*hflow+(hmax-x2)),(2*vflow) .) 
Else 
If ((vl<=vmin) and (xl>=hninl and (xi(=~in+lll 
Then - 
L_correction:=minZ( (I*vflow + 2*hflc;r*(xl-hmin)), 
2*hflov*(hmax-x2, ) 
Else 
If (tyl<=vminl and (xl>=hmax-1) and (xl<hmaxl) 
Then 
L-correction:= hflo-J*( l2*hmax-xl-x21 - 
min2( ~x1+x2-2*(~ax-1)),Z*hmax-xl-x2 )) 
Else 
L_correction:=O; 
End; C of procedure L-correction 3 
Function Distance(x1, yl, x2, yZ:real):real: 
VAR 
Dist : real; 
Begin 
If trunc(xl)=trunc(x2) 
Then 
If Trunc(yl)=Trunc(y2~ 
Then 
Dist := NS_speed * Abs(yt-yl) + ES-speed * Abs(x2-xl) 
Else 
Dist := NS_speed * Abs(yZ-yl) 
+ M-speed * Min2fxl + x2 - 2*Trunc(xll. 
2*(Trunc(xl) + 1) - xl - x2) 
Else 
If Trunc(yl)=Trunc(yZ) 
Then 
Dist := EW_speed * Abs(x2-xl) 
+ NS_speed * MinZ(yl + y2 - Z=Trunc(yl), 
ElS@ 
2*(Trunc(yl) + 1) - yl - ~2) 
Dist := NS_speed+Abs(yZ-yl) + ,Tcl soeed*Abs(xZ-xl): -- 
<Now correct the distance for the obstructions) 
If Obstructions 
Then 
Begin 
[Correct for Pond) 
Dist := Dist + rectangle-correction 
(xl. yl. x2. yz, 
Pondming, PondnaxJ, 
Pondmin_x, ?ondmax_x, EW sueed); -_ 
YCorrect for the "L" shape as a rectangle) 
[Correct for L East/West) 
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Dis: := gist + rectangle correcziar! 
(Xl, yT. x2, 72, 
Ellming, Ellmarg, 
Ellnin_r, Ellsax_x, %_53eed!; 
(Correct for L Northr'Souch3 
Disc := Dis-, - recfanqla_correc~ion 
( 71 , xl, y2. x2, 
kllmin x , Z:llnax_s, 
Ellmin>, Ell.?ax~~,NS_s-jeed); 
icorrect ior the interior points of the L1 
Dist := Dist + L_Correczion 
(Xl, yl, x2. 72. 
Ellnin_x, Ellmas_x, Zllsing. Ellaax_v, 
EX_speed,NS_s?eed); 
Dist := Dist + L_Correccion 
(X2. y2, xl. yl, 
Ellmin_x, Ellmax_x. Ellsing. Ellsaxg, 
F?_speed,NS soeedl; 
Disc := Dist + L-Correction - _ 
(yl, xl, y2. x2, 
Ellming, Ellaaxqr, Ellmin_jc, Ellmax_n, 
NS_s?eed,Z-I_I_soeed); 
_ Dis: := Disc + L_Correction 
cy2. x2, yl. Xl, 
Ellmin:-l, Ellnax_~, Zllmin_x. Ellna:c_x, 
NS_sseed,EK_sseedl; 
End; 
Distance := Dist; 
End: if Distance function1 
Procedure Update-Distribution (time:reall; 
i Procedure tallies a total yearly response time in the array 
"Distribution" that focss a distribution of t::e number of 
soluticns chat give a average re53onse tize for each rise interval.1 
vu. 
index:in:eger: 
Beqin 
index:=Trunc(timeitrme_interval): 
Distribution [index7 := Distribution Cindexl t 1: 
End; 
Function 'N'ithinRanqe (xl. yl, x2, y2:real):Soolean; 
Begin 
If LStationl_smin 
And (Stationl_xnax 
And (Stationlqrmin 
And (Stationllmax 
And (Station2_xsin 
And (StationZ_xmax 
And (Station2_ymin 
And (Station2_ymax 
Then 
WithinRanqe:= True 
Else 
Within.?anqe:= False 
End; 
<= Xl) 
>= xl) 
<= yl) 
>= 71) 
(= X2) 
>= x2) 
<= y21 
>= y2) 
Procedure Insert ( Stationl. Staticn?: StationType; 
VAR Solutions: SolutionType): 
vAR 
counter : Integer; 
time : real; 
Shift : Soolean; 
Begin 
tine := (stationl.responseTimP + StacionZ.responseTiine) 
/ Number_of_Emerqenciss; 
counter := number_of_solutions; 
If Tine < SolucionstCounter3.Time 
Then 
Segin 
Shift:=True: 
T.epea: 
Positioning of emergency facilities in an obstructed t&tic grid 
Ii Time ( Solu-_or.sC,~otir.~cr-~l.~~me 
T-hen 
Begin 
Solu~icnsCCo~~ter3:=sol~~~~o~stcounter-?3; 
Councer:=Counter-1: 
End 
Else 
Shifc:=Palsa 
Until (counter = '.) or (Shift = ?alse); 
SolutionsCcoun;erl.statior.l:=s~a~~~~l; 
S01utionsCcounter3.s~ation2:=sta~ion2; 
SolutionsCcounter3.time:=time; 
End 
End; Cof Insert? 
Procedure CalculateResponseTime 
(VAR stationl: StationType; VAR station2: StationType; 
emergency_x. emerger.c:~y: integer); 
VLR 
timel, time2, 
timelA, time2A. 
probl. probi, 
NewTimel. NewTime2. 
weight, speed : real; 
correction : Boolean; 
Begin 
weight := EventsserJear Cemergency_x, emergencygl; 
C If weight=0 then no changes to the total response times is necessary3 
:f weight<>0 
Yhhen 
Begin 
time1 := Distance (Stationl.x, Statian1.y. 
emergency_x/2. emerqency_yl21; 
time2 := Distance (StationZ.x, Statron2.y. 
emergency_x/2. emergencygIl); 
i Is the emergency on an N-S street or an E-W street? 3 
C Set speed appropriately. 3 
If emergency_x mod 2 = 0 
Then 
speed := K-speed 
Else 
speed := m-speed: 
Correction := false; ENo correction needed1 
i A special calculation is necessary. Part of the street may 1 
i be served by one station and the other part by the other. 3 
C If vehicles from both stations enter the street from opposite 1 
C direction, then use the normal algorithm to choose the faster. 1 
C TimelA and TimeZA are the distances of stations 1 and 2 1 
C to a nearby corner. This corner should have the relationship 1 
C of a nearer corner with respect to one of the stations and 
C the farther with the respect to the other if a correction is : 
C needed. If it is the nearer to both, or the farther to both 3 
C then no correction is needed. 
If (absctimel-time21 < speed) and tPvents_Distributed) 
Then 
If speed = %-speed 
Then 
Begin 
TiselA := Distance(stationl.x, stationl.y, 
emergen;:J_x/2-112, emergencyqr!2); 
TimeZA := Distance(station2.x. station2.y. 
If 
emergency_xf2-ll2, emercJencygl2); 
( (TimelA < Tiael) and (TimeZA < Tiae2)) 
or ( (TimelA > Time11 and (TimeZA ) Time211 
Then 
63 
correction := false 
Else 
correction := true; 
End 
JEFF CRONK er al. 
Else 
a+5 
TimelX := Disz.ance(statio"l.x, statio"1.y. 
emergency_x/2, emergencyg/2-l/2); 
TiaeZX := Distancelstation2.x. station2.y. 
emergency_x/2. esergencyg/2-112): 
If ( (TineM ( Timel) and (TineZX < Time?)) 
or ( (TimeM ) Timel) and (TimeZA ) Time2)) 
Then 
correction := false 
Else 
correction := true; 
End; 
If correction=True 
Then 
&gin 
Probl := (time2-timel+speed) / (2kspeed); 
C The probability that a" emergency is closer to #1 3 
Prob2 := 1 - Probl; 
NevTimel := l/4 * (3*Timel + Tine2 - Speed); 
NewTime := l/4 * L3*Time2 + Time1 - Speed); 
i Recalculate the times 1 
Stationl.Responsetime := Stationl.ResponseTime 
+ Probl * weight * NewTimel; 
StationZ.Respo"setime := Station2.ResoonseTime 
+ Prob2 * weight * NewTime2: 
End 
Else 
If time1 < time2 
Then 
stationl.responsetime := stationl.responsetime 
+ weight * time1 
Else 
If time1 > time2 
Then 
station2.resporz.etime := statio"2.responsetime 
+ weight * time2 
Else 
C This case occurs when the two stations are equidistant 3 
E from the emergency, but it fell through the correction > 
t procedure because the two stations were on the same 1 
E side of the emergency. 3 
Begin 
statio"l.respo"setime:=staticnl.respcnsetime 
+ 0.5 * weight * timel; 
station2.responsetime:=station2.t-espcnsetime 
+ 0.5 * weight * time2: 
End; 
End; C if weight 0 0 1 
End; E of Procedure CalculateResponseTime 3 
Procedure Seek_Optimum; 
C FinA the optimum solution. 1 
VAR 
ResponseTime, 
Average-Response-Time 
ccunter, 
xl. yl. x2. y2, 
emergency_x. emergencyg 
Stationl, Station2 
:Real; 
C Position of stations 
:Integer; C Position of events 
:StationType: 
Begin Cof procedure Seek_optimuml 
C Clear the best solutions array1 
For counter := 1 TO number_of_solutions Do 
BestSolutionsCccunter3.time := Worst_Avg_Response_Time: 
CAny solution will be better3 
[Try all the possible combinations of station locations-Only Cr.Ce> 
Positioning of emergency facilities in an obstructed traffic grid 
F3r yl := 1 to Y_max Do 
For xl := 1 to x_max Do 
For y2 := yl to Y_max Do 
For x2 := 1 to X_max so 
if (y2 > yl) Or (x2)x1) Tren < No Double !zocr,:i.lp 1 
Ii Wi',hin%ange ixl,yl,x2,y2) Or NichinRange(x2,:;2,xl,y~~ 
Tnen 
Begin 
station1.x := xl; 
scation1.y := yl; 
stationl.RessonseTime := 0: 
scar_ion2.x := x2: 
station2.y := y2: 
Station2.ResponseTime:IO; 
[ Try all possible locaciona for an emergency ? 
For emergency_x := 2 tc 2*X_max Do 
(Divide by 2 to get x-coord. 1 
For emergencyg := 2 to 2*Y_max no 
{Divide by 2 to get y-coord. 1 
Begin 
CalculateResponseTime 
( Stationl, Station2, ELnergency_x, Energencyz ); 
End; 
Average-Response-Time :f (S:ationl.ResponseTisa 
l StationZ.Responieliarl 
/ Number_of _E.nergenclrs; 
Update-Distribution iAverage_Response_Time): 
Insert (Stationl, Station2, SestSolutions); 
End; E of stations that are within range : 
i This ends the loop in which al? possible 
locations for the stations are tried. I 
End;{ of procedure seek_cptimumI 
Begin iMain ?rogramI 
i Set up File for distriburion of solutions3 
Revrite(distfile1: 
For counter:= 0 to number_of_intervals Do 
distributionCcounterLI:=O; 
t Read in tte number of emergencies per block per year 1 
ResetCinfile); 
For Y-Block := 2 to 2*Y_Max do 
For X_Slock := 2 to ZxX_max do 
Events_perirearCX_Slock, Y_Slockl:=O: (At every half-block1 
Nunbe r-01 _Esergencies := 0; 
For Y_alock := 1 to Y-Max-1 do 
Begin 
For X_Black := 1 to X-Max-1 Do 
Begin 
readcinfile. eventsqer-block): 
Nu.nber_of _E.aergencies := Number_oi_Emsrgencies 
+ events_oer_block; 
If events-distributed 
Tnen 
&gin 
i Distribute the number of esergencles along 5ze 
midpoints of the four streets bordering the block ? 
Zvents_oerJear CX_Block*Z. Y_Block*2+13 := 
Events_oerJear tX_B?ock*2. Y_B?ock*2+11 
+ 114 * evencs_oer_block; 
Events_oer_vear CX_Block*Z+l, Y_Block*2+23 := 
Eventsqerpear CX_Block*Z+l. Y_Block*Z??.J 
+ 114 * eventsser_block; 
625 
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Eve~csgerj-ear CX_31cck*2&2, Y_Elock+2+13 := 
E'Jen;~zergear CX_91ock-2tZ. Y_Slock*2-11 
+ II? f eventsser_block; 
Zven~.ier_vear C:<_3lock*2+1, Y 3lock"?+ll 
:= E-Jentsger_Biock; 
2ld; 
5zcadl.n I ir.iile ) 
End; 
Seek Opzisum; 
ioutw: the ae5c Solutioza? 
Rewriteloucille,; 
Writeln\ou:lllei; 
WtitelnCcu5file. 'Obstructions = '.Obsrructions): 
rWritelnloucfile, 'tvents fistributed = '.Events_Dij~ri~u~e':; 
Write?n[oucfi!e;; 
Eiritelzioucfiiel; 
Wri:elnloutfile, 
staricln 1 Station 2 Averaqe Xesponse -ix'); 
Write?n(oucfile, 
'-__________-___________________-_______~~_______--__-~); 
For counter := ? io Number ~Of Solutions Do - - 
Begin 
WriteCoutiile. '(' ,Be5;S0lutionsCcounter3.5tationl.:c:S:2,'.'~; 
Writetcutfile. 3estSolu~ionsCcouncer3.station1.7:5:2,'~ ’ 1 : 
Wri:e(outiils. 'I' ,ae~rSolutionsCt0un~e~l.~tatian2.~:~:2,'.'~; 
Writecoutiile. BestSo!~~~~onsCcounte~l.s~aticn?.7:5:?.'! '1; 
Writ+ln[ouz":- L___, ',3~st30lutionsCcounterl.ti~e:8:3~; 
E-Id; 
C burite to distribution Fiie 1 
ror cou?.Cer:=? f0 number 
WritelnCdisr5ile. - 
clf_1nterval3 63 
councer*time_interva1:7.' ',distributionCcounte~l!: 
End. 
